Abstract -The task of oilfield equipment malfunctions' early prevention is considered in the paper. Input data for the analysis are the indications of sensors, established in the well and represented as time series set. Due to the forecasting analysis (predictive analytics) of the given set it is possible to discover a new data vector, which will allow to classify the possible equipment failure and to eliminate it proactively. The main stage of this task is the prediction of a single time series. In this paper, we propose a new method of forecasting using r/φ -algorithm and the artificial neural network training algorithm (GAhNN) [1] , previously developed by the authors. In the paper a new forecasting method, based on the r/φ algorithm and the algorithm of artificial neural network training (GAhNN) [1] , developed by authors before, is offered. Comparison with the known mostly applied forecasting algorithms -Kalman filter and ARIMA is fulfilled.
Introduction
Oil and gas industry is crucially vital for Russian economy, that circumstance causes the constant appeal for new approaches, software and hardware, intended to increase the oil extraction process efficiency. One of most obvious ways to raise it -is to solve the task of preventing the oilfield equipment's failures [2] - [4] . Nowadays the amount of the information, concerning oil equipment work mode management can reach enormous values (approximately one million of parameters). In this regard, we propose to forecast the oilfield equipment state on the basis of the time series data analysis, whereas the input data are the oil well sensors indications.
Research Methods and Approaches
We denote the set of series as S, |S| = n, where n is the total number of series, describing oilfield equipment sensor data, S i -a series of data, describing the i-the sensor data, i [1, n] . In this paper the problem of oil production equipment mode forecasting on basis of the analysis of S set is solved. The basic idea of the suggested approach is shown on the Fig . 1 . On the first stage the sensor data acquisition is fulfilled which is made on the k immersion depth and the S set is formed. Next is the prediction of all elements of S in order to obtain a list of predictive parameters for further analysis. Fig. 2 shows a fragment of the time series, describing the voltage data. 
Time Series Forecasting Using R/Φ Algorithm
To predict the time series it is proposed to use a nonsmooth functions analysis based on r/φ -the algorithm, proposed for summing divergent continued fractions [5] , who found a variety of applications in computational mathematics [6] - [9] . Let us consider the above mentioned approach in brief. For the S i time series it is possible to get some characteristics which will be named r/φ characteristics. For the S i time series let's introduce r/φ characteristics.
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r -characteristics:
where k 0 is the beginning point for the S i time series segment vector, k -is the length of the segment for which r characteristic is calculated. Fig. 3 shows the r characteristic diagram for the data fragment from the Φ characteristics module:
where k n -number of S i time series values less than S i beginning point from the total k values, belonging to the The next stage is Δ selection, initial point is fixed and the segment's expansion is proceeded (of which one that corresponds to delta). In the case where the conditions |r_n -r_o| < err_r and |φ_n -φ_o| < err_φ are true delta is fixed and the and the transition to the time series analysis window algorithm is taken over. The essence of the approach is calculation of r/φ characteristics for each new value. In the case if there is reduction or increase of r value or there's φ exceeding err_r or err_ φ we can announce that some event has occurred. On the overall analysis basis the training of the artificial network is undertaken, applying the approach, considered in [1] . Further on, taking into account calculated rand φ values the forecasting of next m_dat row element's values is made. Thus, the suggested forecasting algorithm scheme is as follows (Fig. 5) . Further on the forecasting parameters vector V in is being handled with the application of the preliminary data processing algorithm, based on the wavelet analysis use with the aim of the input data vector dimension reduction. The efficiency of this approach is confirmed by the research, depicted in [1] . After that the received vector V out is transmitted to the classification block input. As there was shown in the authors' research [10] , one of the most effective classification method is the GAhNN, proposed in [1] . The method is based on two Data Mining approaches -the artificial neural networks technology and the evolutionary approach. Taking this into consideration in the final stage of the oil equipment state's forecasting method the GAhNN approach is being applied.
Experimental Research
During the current research the authors have undertaken the experimental research of the proposed forecasting method with the use of r/φ and GAhNN algorithms. The usnetelec time series benchmarks and the automated forecasting system [12] , [13] were used for testing. Table I represents the comparison results of the proposed method with the existing ones, namely the Kalman recursive filter and ARIMA [12] . The results interference format is equal to the considered in [10] . As it can be seen from the Table I , in the majority of the samples ARIMA has represented the best results; the work results of the proposed forecasting method on the basis of the r/φ algorithm and GAhNN combination are close to the ARIMA's ones and in some test samples exceed them. Thus the considered research confirms the suggested approach's application efficiency in the task of time series forecasting.
Conclusions
A method of the oil equipment's state forecasting with the times series analysis application is considered in the paper. This method is based on the authors' previous scientific results, in particular the artificial neural network training algorithm with the evolutionary approach usage (GAhNN) and the preliminary data handling applying wavelet transformations for the input vector data compression. As it was revealed during the research the before suggested GAhNN approach applied together with the r/φ algorithm can de successfully used in the time series forecasting task. In comparison with the known forecasting algorithms it provides highly competitive results, and in some test samplesexceeding ones. Further work can be intended to solve the task of the suggested forecasting algorithms' work speed increase applying parallel computing and distributed calculations.
